Is It Happy?
Alien Philosophy with Critu & Aris - Part 2
Link: https://bit.ly/alienphil2
Activity: watch the video ‘Is It Happy?’ about Critu and Aris the clever aliens. Press
pause when Tim asks you to and answer the questions on this worksheet.

Questioning Koala (who always asks questions) starts with this
question today: If someone is smiling, does that mean they are happy?
I’m responding racoon and I like quick answers.
Circle one answer:

YES

or

NO

:
I’m a reasoning rodent and I would like to know why you wrote
YES or NO. Can you give a reason for your answer?

Disagreeing Dog barks: Woof woof, I disagree! But Disagreeing Dog can’t
think why he disagrees! Can you help him? Can you think of a reason why
someone might disagree with your answer and think something different?

Someone might disagree with my answer because they think…

Now head back to the video: https://bit.ly/alienphil2
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Questioning Koala next asks: How can you find out if someone is happy?
Let’s start with the ideas of Critu and Aris. Put a tick next to the ideas
you agree with, a cross next to the ideas you disagree with, or a
question mark next to any ideas you are unsure about.
You can find out if someone is happy by…
o
o
o
o
o
o

Talking to them
Watching how they behave
Measuring how tall they are
Scanning their brain
Finding out what job they do
Looking at their face.

Now can you add any other ideas of your own?
You can find out if someone is happy by…

Now head back to the video: https://bit.ly/alienphil2

Questioning Koala ends by asking: So, what does make humans happy?
Example Elephant always wants an example. Can you
think of something that makes all humans happy? Write
your example here, and say why you think it makes all
humans happy:

I’m Unsure Octopus and I’m unsure if there is something that makes all
humans happy. But I don’t know why I’m unsure. Can you help me?
You might be unsure if there is something that makes all humans happy because…
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